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Preface
This volume collects papers presented at the 25th Annual Conference on Math-
ematical Foundations of Programming Semantics (MFPS XXV), held at the Uni-
versity of Oxford, Oxford, UK, from Friday, April 3 through Tuesday, April 7, 2009.
The MFPS conferences are devoted to those areas of mathematics, logic, and
computer science that are related to models of computation, in general, and to the
semantics of programming languages, in particular. The series particularly stresses
providing a forum where researchers in mathematics and computer science can meet
and exchange ideas about problems of common interest. As the series also strives
to maintain breadth in its scope, the conference strongly encourages participation
by researchers in neighboring areas.
The Organizing Committee for MFPS consists of Stephen Brookes (CMU),
Achim Jung (Birmingham), Catherine Meadows (NRL), Michael Mislove (Tulane),
and Prakash Panangaden (McGill). The local arrangements for MFPS XXV were
overseen by Samson Abramsky (Oxford).
The MFPS XXV Programme Committee members were:
Andrej Bauer (Ljubljana) Stephen Brookes (CMU)
Kostas Chatzikokolakis (Eindhoven) Yuxin Deng (Shanghai)
Derek Dreyer (Max Planck Institute) Daniele Gorla (Roma La Sapienza)
Jean Goubault-Larrecq (ENS Cachan) Joshua Guttman (MITRE)
Matthew Hennessy (Dublin) Achim Jung (Birmingham)
Jean Krivine (Edinburgh) Pasquale Malacaria (Queen Mary)
Keye Martin (NRL) Catherine Meadows (NRL)
Mike Mislove (Tulane) MohammadReza Mousavi (Eindhoven)
Joe¨l Ouaknine (Oxford) Catuscia Palamidessi (INRIA), Chair
Prakash Panangaden (McGill) Peter Selinger (Dalhousie)
Daniele Varacca (Paris Diderot)
With the help of 34 external referees the programme committee selected 19
papers for presentation at the meeting. Each submitted paper was reviewed by 3.2
referees and programme committee members, on average. Regrettably a number of
papers could not be accepted for lack of space in the conference programme.
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The following people gave invited plenary talks at the meeting:
Neil Ghani (Strathclyde) Marta Kwiatkowska (Oxford)
Catherine Meadows (NRL) Michael Mislove (Tulane)
Dana Scott (CMU) David Schmidt (Kansas State)
In addition, there were four special sessions:
(i) A Special Session honoring Bob Tennent on the occasion of his 65th birthday
year, led oﬀ by David Schmidt’s plenary lecture. The session was organized by
Dan Ghica (Birmingham) and Peter O’Hearn (Queen Mary), and the speakers
included David Schmidt (Kansas), Claudio Hermida (Queen’s), Gordon Plotkin
(Edinburgh), Peter O’Hearn (Queen Mary) and Dan Ghica (Birmingham).
(ii) A Special Session on Security, held in conjunction with Catherine Meadows’
plenary talk. It was organized by Catherine Meadows (NRL) and A. W. Roscoe
(Oxford). Speakers included A. W. Roscoe (Oxford), Samson Abramsky (Ox-
ford), Andrew Ker (Oxford) and Catuscia Palamidessi (INRIA).
(iii) A Special Session honoring Michael Mislove on the occasion of his 65th birth-
day, led oﬀ by Dana Scott’s plenary lecture. This session was organized by
Samson Abramsky (Oxford), Achim Jung (Birmingham) and Steve Brookes
(CMU). The speakers were Dana Scott (CMU), Jimmie Lawson (LSU), Keye
Martin (NRL), James Worrell (Oxford) and Dusko Pavlovic (Kestrel).
(iv) A Special Session on Mathematically Structured Programming in conjunction
with Neil Ghani’s plenary talk. The speakers included Ana Bove (Chalmers),
Patricia Johann (Strathclyde), Dirk Pattinson (Imperial) and John Longley
(Edinburgh).
The conference also included a series of Tutorial Lectures on Quantum Infor-
mation and Quantum Computing that were given at the beginning of each day of
the meeting. These lectures were organized by Samson Abramsky (Oxford) and
Bob Coecke (Oxford), and included talks by Ross Duncan (Oxford), Keye Martin
(NRL), Prakash Panangaden (McGill) Simon Perdrix (Oxford) and Peter Selinger
(Dalhousie). In addition to providing an introduction to this areas, the talks pro-
vided the background necessary to attend the fourth Workshop on Quantum Physics
and Logic, which took place in Oxford immediately following MFPS.
After the conference, we oﬀered all invited speakers and participants of special
sessions the opportunity to contribute to these proceedings. We are pleased and
grateful that so many of them accepted our invitation.
It remains for us to thank all authors and speakers, the organizers of special
sessions, the programme committee, and the external referees for their contribution
to the success of the conference. We also would like to thank the US Oﬃce of Naval
Research and Dr. Ralph Wachter for their continued support of the MFPS series.
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